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What happened in school this week?

Dates for your
14th October Black

October

Our Learning Project this half term is:

“What’s in an Enchanted Woodland?”
We will be using our trip to the magical garden in school to support our

Reading books: Your child
will bring home a reading
book appropriate to their
reading level and one library
book each week.
We ask that you sign the
reading record, when you
read with your child at
home.
If your child wishes to
change their book before
their allocated day they can
speak to the class teacher to
facilitate this.

We are passionate about
developing a love of reading
in all children.

work within this topic and over the next few weeks we will be collecting
natural objects to create ‘land art’ and take pictures of our Andy
Goldsworthy inspired sculptures. After our woodland adventure, we’ll write
about our experiences and learn all about the plants and trees that we
will have seen. Throughout the project we will be reading a range of
stories with a woodland setting, which will inspire us and help us to
write our own stories.
At home you could:
- Make miniature homes and gardens for fairies and pixies from
natural materials such as bark, pebbles, twigs, leaves and pine cones.
- Go on a tree hunt. Can you spot the evergreen and deciduous trees?
- Go for a woodland walk and take photographs of different flowers and
trees. Can you identify them?

Our learning in school this week.
This week the children have been helping the Police find and

Bug Club
Bug Club is an
exciting way for your
child to read a wide
range of books at
home.
As well as reading
books appropriate to
their reading levels
they will be able to
click on the bug to
answer questions.

capture Goldilocks. We started the week by creating wanted
posters. We have finished the week by exploring the features of a
letter and writing an apology letter to the Three bears from
Goldilocks.

In Maths we started the week by ordering non-consecutive
numbers from greatest to smallest and completed a range of
problem solving activities to demonstrate our understanding. We
then looked at ordinal numbers and how to use a number line.
In Topic the children have enjoyed creating their own artwork
inspired by the work of Andy Goldsworthy.

Homework
Maths:

English: Write a shopping list together

